Asure Software’s Resource Scheduler and SmartView Approved by FedRAMP
October 24, 2018
AUSTIN, Texas, Oct. 24, 2018 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Asure Software, Inc. (NASDAQ:ASUR), a leading provider of Human Capital Management
(HCM) and workplace management software, today announced it is now authorized by Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program
(FedRAMP) making Asure Software’s solutions approved by meeting the rigorous security and privacy standards required by government agencies.
FedRAMP Authorization certifies that Asure Software has passed the rigorous security and risk management review process required to offer its Asure
Software solutions, Resource Scheduler and SmartView, to federal agencies, a mandate for any cloud service provider that serves the federal
government. Asure Software customers that are using on-premise and legacy solutions, now have the added confidence knowing Asure is certified by
FedRAMP when transitioning to our cloud-based offerings.
“FedRAMP authorization is not only significant to government agencies, but also to our current customers knowing that our solutions have been
through this certification process and passed the most stringent cloud based data security,” said Pat Goepel, CEO of Asure Software. “We are thrilled
to be listed as authorized and will continue to bring solutions to organizations that help optimize office space for maximum productivity.”
Federal agencies can now easily streamline internal operations with Asure Software solutions. Creating an increase in efficiency and driving
productivity in today’s dynamic, digital workplace. From desk-sharing initiatives and real estate optimization to floorplan design and service
management, Asure Software solutions, Resource Scheduler and SmartView, offer cutting-edge technology, integrated hardware and industry-leading
expertise in implementation and change management.
FedRAMP is an official U.S. government program that simplifies the purchase of cloud technologies to government agencies. The White House Office
of Management and Budget developed FedRAMP in early 2010 as a way to standardize the security vetting process for the shift to cloud-first
initiatives. Prior to that, each agency had its own standards and guidelines which created difficult and long timelines for teams to get access to
technology.
FedRAMP has streamlined the security controls as a way to measure a company’s security and privacy posture against a common set of base
guidelines. Whereas certifications like ISO27001 and SOC 2 are developed and assessed by private auditing firms, government officials developed
FedRAMP using NIST security controls as the common baseline.
About Asure Software
Asure Software, Inc. (ASUR), headquartered in Austin, Texas, offers intuitive and innovative solutions designed to help organizations of all sizes and
complexities build companies of the future. Our cloud platforms enable more than 100,000 clients direct and indirect, worldwide to better manage their
people and space in a mobile, digital, multi-generational, and global workplace. Asure Software's offerings include a fully-integrated HCM platform,
flexible benefits and compliance administration, HR consulting, and time and labor management as well as a full suite of workspace management
solutions for conference room scheduling, desk sharing programs, and real estate optimization. For more information, please visit
www.asuresoftware.com.
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